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ABSTRACT
The popularity of Rogowski sensors is increasing due totheir advantages over conventional CTs. Consequently,network utilities may sometimes end up facing a questionwhether it would be possible to use line differentialprotection on a line where the current measurements at thelocal end are based on CTs, whereas, the remote endmeasurements are based on current sensors. The mainchallenge in the use of such a combination in linedifferential protection applications is that while CTs maysaturate, Rogowski sensors do not. Such issues werestudied in a hardware-in-the-loop simulation setup. Basedon the studies conducted, it appears that the use of mixtureof CTs and current sensors for line differential protectionapplications is a feasible option provided that the CTs areproperly dimensioned and that the protection settings arecarefully chosen.
INTRODUCTION
The current differential protection is the most preferredchoice for protection of individual power systemcomponents (lines, generators, transformers etc.) as themain protection because of its 100% selectivity and fastresponse to the internal faults (the faults within theprotected zone). Since the location of current transformers(CTs) defines the boundary of the protected zone, timegrading with other protection systems is not requiredwhich inherently helps tripping without an additionaldelay. Extremely fast tripping time of less than one cycleis possible for the internal faults with proper dimensioningand matching of CTs. However, current differentialprotection also has few shortcomings. That is, it does notprovide backup protection for the next line (in case of linedifferential protection), a communication link betweenline terminals is necessary and it may suffer from falsetripping in the event of CT saturation. The principle ofoperation of modern current differential protection issimple and straightforward; the currents at both ends ofprotected zone are measured and compared inside thenumerical relays at each end. The measured values ofcurrent at one end are digitally coded and transmitted tothe other end via a dedicated fiber optic cable. The vectorsum of currents at both ends should be ideally zeroaccording to Kirchhoff’s current law for the normal
operation without any fault.  However, in practice there isalways some magnitude of differential current present dueto CT errors, charging currents of cables, synchronisationerrors etc. Events like high magnitude of fault currentcausing CT saturation, the modification of thetransformation ratio due to transformer tap changers andexternal faults (faults outside the protected zone) mayproduce additional false differential current and may resultin mal-operation of differential protection. Consequently,a biased or stabilized differential protection is required forthe most practical applications [1]. Modern linedifferential protection functions typically include astabilized low stage and an instantaneous high stage [1],[2]. The stabilized low stage ensures high sensitivity whileyet remaining stable, for instance, during CT saturation.The instantaneous high stage is less sensitive but, on theother hand, enables rapid clearance of faults during highfault currents. Direct intertrip function, which ensures thatboth ends are always simultaneously tripped, is alsoincluded in some IEDs [2].
Electric distribution networks are highly capital intensive.The lifetime of primary network components is fairly longspanning to several tens of years. Distribution networkoperators therefore prioritize their investments accordingtheir unique development needs and make improvementsin the primary network infrastructure only in chosen partsannually. Thus, it is not uncommon that while one of thesubstations is renewed, the neighboring substations are notrenewed at the same time. Situations like this can lead to aquestion whether it would be possible to continue applyingline differential protection for the protection of adistribution line between two neighboring substations, ofwhich one utilizes current sensors while the measurementsat the other end of the line are based on CTs. This paperstudies whether this kind of mixture of current sensors andCTs can be used for line differential protection withoutjeopardizing the dependability and security of protection.
CTS AND CURRENT SENSORS
Previously, the Rogowski coil sensors were only used inexpensive laboratory equipment. But due to theadvancement of the modern numerical relays, also calledthe intelligent electronic devices (IEDs), the applicationsof Rogowski coil current sensors are also increasing in
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standard switchgear. A Rogowski coil current sensor is anair-core coil, a toroidal coil without an iron core placedaround the primary conductor in the same way as thesecondary winding in a conventional CT. But the outputsignal from the Rogowski coil current sensor is differentfrom a conventional CT. The output signal from thecurrent sensor is a “voltage signal” which is proportionalto the derivative of the primary current, whereas the outputfrom a conventional CT with its iron core and nearly short-circuited secondary winding is a “current”. This secondarycurrent is proportional to the primary current. Due to theabsence of iron core in a Rogowski coil, no saturationoccurs in current sensor and the output is linear over thewhole current range up to the highest currents. Due to nosaturation, current sensors are more accurate than theconventional CTs. However, the IEDs should be capableof operating accurately at low input signal levels of currentsensors. The other advantages of current sensors include:no calculation of accuracy versus burden, compact designhence current and voltage sensors can be combined in onesensor, no safety hazard to personnel and equipment dueto low voltage output (10 V) etc. [3][4].
The main challenge in using a combination of CTs andsensors in line differential protection applications is lies inthe fact that CTs may saturate whereas currents sensors donot. Thus, if the utilized CTs at local end saturate whilecurrent sensors at the remote end do not saturate, anerroneous differential current caused by the differences inmeasurements is introduced even if the fault would beexternal. Should the CTs saturate significantly, a potentialrisk of unwanted tripping during external faults is evident.There appears to be very limited if any studies concerningthis issue in the literature. This paper aims to fill this gapby providing experimental studies analyzing the feasibilityof utilizing a combination of CTs and current sensors forline differential protection applications.
SIMULATION MODELS
The simulations are carried out in the Simulinkenvironment with the help of the real time simulator Opal-RT and its hardware in the loop (HIL) feature. The simplenetwork modelled for the tests is shown in Figure 1. Itconsists of a short cable feeder J02 (850m of AHXAMK-W 3x240) and another feeder J01. A 3.6 MW full-converter wind turbine is connected to the tail part of J02.The network model is capable of providing 5.2 kA faultcurrent in case of a three-phase short circuit at thebeginning of J02.
Two actual differential protection relays are set to protectthe short feeder. The local relay located at the beginningof J01 receives its measurements from CTs, whereas, theremote IED gets its measurements via real current sensors.The CT model used in this study is KOFD 12A41 5P10300 / 1 A CT with a 20 VA nominal burden.  It is modeledaccurately using magnetization curve shown in Figure 2.
Figure 1. The modelled feeders of the studied network.
Figure 2. CT magnetization curve
TEST SETUP
The studies of this paper are based on a hardware-in-the-loop laboratory setup consisting of a real-time simulator,two amplifiers, real Rogowski current sensors and real linedifferential protection (ABB RED615) IEDs whichinteract with each other in the manner shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Interaction between Opal-RT, sensor racks,amplifiers and relays
First, the model built in Simulink is uploaded to Opal-RT.The measurements made by the CT models in thesimulation model are output via the analog output port ofOpal-RT. As these outputs are in the form of voltage, an
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amplifier converts these signals into currents with properscaling and feeds the local relay. Similarly, themeasurements seen at the remote end are fed first to thesensors installed in a special rack using an amplifier andthen the measurements from sensors are brought to theremote relay. The trip signals of both relays are taken tothe inputs of Opal-RT and recorded.
To create currents that are as high currents as sensors senseon an actual feeder, two amplifiers are needed. In addition,the sensors are fitted in sensor racks so that there are 80rounds of wire going through the sensors. Therefore, thesensors sense 80 times the current that the amplifiersprovide. The actual hardware-in-the-loop simulation setupin the laboratory of University of Vaasa is shown in Figure4.
Figure 4. Utilized hardware-in-the-loop simulation setup
The utilized differential current IEDs calculate thedifferential current Idiff and stabilizing current Ibias at bothline ends as formulated in equations 1 and 2.
ܫௗ௜௙௙ = |ܫ௅̅ை஼஺௅ + ܫோ̅ாெை்ா| (1)
ܫ௕௜௔௦ = |ܫ௅̅ை஼஺௅ − ܫோ̅ாெை்ா| 2⁄ (2)
,where ILOCAL and IREMOTE are the fundamental frequencycomponents of local and remote end currents phasors.
SIMULATION CASES AND RESULTS
When a CT-sensor combination is used, there is a concernthat the relays might issue a false trip signal when there isa fault outside of the protected zone due to CT saturation.To investigate the possibility of using CT-sensorcombination, the following cases are studied:
1. CT-sensor in case of an internal fault
In this case, faults NO. 3 marked on Figure 1occurs. As this fault is in the protected zone, therelays are expected to trip.
2. CT-sensor in case of an external fault
In this case, faults NO. 1 and 2 marked on Figure1 occur. As these faults are located outside of theprotected zone, the relays are expected not to trip.
3. External faults with incorrectly dimensioned CTs
The purpose of this case is to test the protectionsecurity of differential protection during externalfaults with an incorrectly chosen CT on the localend. The CT model used in this case is the sameCT but with the difference that the burden isincreased in order to degrade the CT performance(i.e. the CT dimensioning is not in line with ABBCT specification for line differential protectionapplications).
For all the tests performed in this paper, the fault resistanceis set to 0.01 Ω line-to-line. The tests were carried out withdifferent fault types (two—phase and three—phase) andvarying inception angles (0◦ & 90◦ leading). However, inthis paper, only few interesting cases are presented withmore details due to the lack of space.
Case 1. Internal L1-L2-L3 fault
The first presented case illustrates the functioning ofdifferential protection during an internal three phase faultwhen the local end measurements are obtained via CTswhile the remote end measurements are obtained viacurrent sensors. The uppermost graph in Figure 5illustrates the behaviour of phase L1 local- and remote endcurrents during an internal three phase short circuit. As itcan be seen from the graph, a certain degree of CTsaturation occurs. However, this is not of significantimportance due to the large difference in the local andremote end currents during this internal fault. Thelowermost graph in Figure 5 presents the resulting phaseL1 differential current as seen by the IEDs.
Figure 5. Local and remote end phase L1 currents duringan internal three phase fault at the beginning of the feederand the resulting differential current as seen by the IEDs
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Figure 6 presents the resulting secondary fault currenttrajectories in a stabilizing current (Ibias) versus differentialcurrent (Idiff) coordinate system as seen by the IEDs fromthe same case. The axes in the graph are given in relationto the rated current of the current sensors, which was250A. The dashed lines in the figure represent the utilizedthresholds for differential protection. As it can be seenfrom the graph, the fault current trajectories exceed boththe low- and the high stage thresholds. Consequently,differential protection tripped and the OPAL-RT simulatorrecoreded operation times equal to 30ms (local end) and32ms (remote end).
Figure 6. The fault current trajectories of Figure 5 in anIbias versus Idiff coordinate graph as seen by the IEDs
Case 2. External L1-L2 fault
This case illustrates how the differences in currentmeasurement principles may cause differential protectionto see a large differential current during external faultswhen the CTs on the local end saturate. The studied faulttype in this case was a two phase short circuit (L1-L2) andthe fault was located at the tail of the feeder (fault point 2in Figure 3). As the uppermost graph in Figure 7 illustrates,a significant degree of saturation occurs in phase L2current measurement at the local end CT during thebeginning of the fault. The current sensors at the remoteend naturally do not saturate. Consequently, as thelowermost graph in Figure 7 illustrates, the resultingdifferential current seen by the relays is as high as 800 Aalthough the fault is external. Despite the high differentialcurrent shown in Figure 7, no tripping occurs due to thehigh stabilizing current (Ibias). This is illustrated more indetail in Figure 8, which presents Ibias versus Idiff faultcurrent trajectories formulated from the fault recordings ofthe relays. Note that the currents in Figure 8 are inreference to the sensors rated current 250A. The bluecoloured arrows illustrate the temporal behaviour of thefault current trajectories. As the figure illustrates, the faultcurrent trajectories do not exceed the utilized thresholdsand no tripping thus occurs.
Figure 7. Local and remote end phase L2 currents duringan external L1-L2 fault at fault point 2 and the resultingdifferential current as seen by the IEDs
Figure 8. The fault current trajectories of Figure 7 in anIbias versus Idiff coordinate graph as seen by the IEDs
Case 3. External fault with improper CT
The following case illustrates how improperly sized CTsmay lead to protection security problems during externalfaults. For the studied case in question, the actual accuracylimit factor K’alf of the CTs should be equal or larger than30 according to the CT selection guidelines given in [5].However, in order to illustrate the potential problems,incorrectly sized CTs were used in the following case. Inthis case the CTs K’alf was 8.47, which is way below theinstructed minimum K’alf value 30. Due to the incorrect CTsizing, a significant degree of CT saturation occurs in thelocal end during the fault. As the Rogowski sensors at theremote end do not saturate, large differential currents areformed as a consequence of the differences in currentmeasurements as shown in Figure 9. The resulting faultcurrent trajectory of phase L1 is shown in Figure 10. Nowthe fault current trajectory of phase L1 exceeds the utilizeddifferential protection thresholds and consequently anunwanted tripping occurs in circa 39ms after the beginning
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of the fault. It is noteworthy that no tripping occurred whenthe current sensors at the remote end were replaced by thesame incorrectly sized CTs and the test was repeated. Thishighlights the importance of using properly sized CTsespecially in line differential protection applications basedon a mixture of CTs and current sensors.
Figure 9. Local and remote end phase L1 currents duringan external three phase fault at fault point 2 and theresulting differential current as seen by the IEDs
Figure 10. The fault current trajectories of Figure 9 in anIbias versus Idiff coordinate graph as seen by the IEDs
DISCUSSION
CT dimensioning guidelines given by relay manufacturesare typically designed for applications where CTs are usedat both ends. Thus, there may not always be sufficientsafety margin present in the CT dimensioning principlesfor the utilization of differential protection based on amixture of CTs and current sensors. Consequently, typicalCT dimensioning guidelines do not necessarily considersufficient margin for applications utilizing a mixture ofCTs and current sensors. This is especially important tobear in mind from protection security point of viewbecause large differential currents could be seen by theIEDs during external faults when the CTs on the one endsaturate while the currents sensors at the other end do not.However, the CT selection guideline utilized in this study
seemed to include sufficient margin for ensuring secureoperation in the conducted studies.
The current magnitudes in the studied test setup and modelhad to be limited to a modest level due to the limitationswith the utilized current amplifiers. That is, the resistanceof the sensor rack, in which the conductor was wound 80times through the Rogowski sensor, caused such a highburden to the amplifiers that no higher currents could beapplied in the test setup. If similar type of studies were tobe done with considerably higher currents, it could bemore sensible to use an accurate model of sensors instead.This is because a hardware-in-the-loop simulation setupmay be impractical due to the very high requirements ofamplifiers output capacity in terms of power and current.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper analysed the feasibility of using a mixture ofCTs and current sensors in line differential protectionapplications. The studies were based on tests conducted ina laboratory test setup consisting of a real-time simulator,commercial Rogowski current sensors and line differentialprotection IEDs. With the help of this unique test setup, itwas possible to study the functioning of line differentialprotection realistically in cases where the measurementsare based on a mixture of CTs and current sensors. Basedon the conducted experimental studies, it appears that theuse of a mixture of CTs and current sensors could be afeasible option in line differential protection applicationswithout endangering protection dependability or security.However, it is crucial to ensure that the CTs are correctlydimensioned and protection settings are chosen carefully.
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